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What's different is that it's not an "upgrade" so much as a completely new model. Not only does the new 996T not feature a
GPS, but the built-in backup camera and Garmin Photo Viewer are completely gone. And, most importantly, it no longer comes
with a USB stick, meaning you'll have to lug a blank CD-RW media or a USB thumb drive to a friend or store if you ever want
to back up your entire data. But in the end, the 896T's biggest problem is price. While it's not dramatically more expensive than
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the 995T, it's $100 more expensive than the 995T, a price that's difficult to justify for a boat owner who's already invested in a
Garmin chartplotter. And since the 996T does not include a GPS or a built-in backup camera, there's no reason to buy it.Q:
MySQL find or count how many times a column value appears in an array I have a database with an address column. What I am
trying to do is find all the address entries that have the same address. Basically I want to find all the entries that have the same
zip code as the one i am searching. So for instance I have: address = 123 Fake St, WA 12345, US address = 456 Fake St, WA
12345, US address = 789 Fake St, WA 12345, US I want to be able to find out if I search for 12345, then 12345, 12345, 12345,
it would return 1 I am not exactly sure how to do this. A: select id, zipcode, count(*) from tableName group by id, zipcode; If
you have more than one record with same zip code then id - primary key of table zipcode - zip code of the record If you want to
search all records with a certain zip code then If you have duplicate zipcodes in the same city, you can use the EXISTS SELECT
t1.id, t1.zipcode FROM tablename t1 WHERE EXISTS (SELECT 1 FROM tablename t2 WHERE t2.zipcode 82157476af
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